JULY 2015
DIARY
JULY

AUGUST

DATE
27
4
11
18
25
1
8
15
22
29

TIME

EVENT
Workshop booked for completion of cabs and spheres with Rinda

10-2 pm
2 pm

OPEN DAY Minerals, gems and jewellery to chat about, view or buy
Monthly Meeting: Blesberg Mine – Graham Harrison
Workshop open by arrangement
Workshop open by arrangement

10-2 pm
2 pm

OPEN DAY Minerals, gems and jewellery to chat about, view or buy
Monthly Meeting: to be confirmed
Workshop open by arrangement
Workshop open by arrangement
Workshop open by arrangement

What’s inside this month?
 Committee Corner

“Soda Toad” – see “What Was Up?” in June



Events – past, present, and to come



“Blood in the Cracks?” – MvdW



Fluorites of the Lower Orange River GH (This is a separate attachment)



Collecting Mining Ornaments - TVJ
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COMMITTEE CORNER
This month we have been sent two lovely long topical articles by Martine and Gisela. One is
researching “dragon’s blood” that was mentioned as a stone to look out for when attending the July
Vivo outing, and the other is a description and picture gallery of the pretty fluorites that are now
being found along the Orange River west of Vioolsdrift. NB - Gisela’s fluorite article is to be found in a
separate attachment to the email accompanying this newsletter. TVJ also wrote up a report on the
Monthly Meeting for us, as well as explaining in more detail his mining ornaments collection. Thank
you all very much for your contributions. Any articles like these are always most welcome.
Very many thanks to Ken Coleman for the new top to the instrument table in the office. Please
remember that you may make use of the club’s microscope to view small specimens on Open Day –
just ask a committee member to help you. Thanks also to Brett for phoning Cape Talk and explaining
our club so well, in answer to a caller’s question as to what we do.
No one new joined the club this month, but we do remind members that they are very welcome to
bring their friends to Open Day, and also to a Monthly Meeting – these are both open to the public.
Benefits of membership include the monthly newsletter, the SAGAM magazine, use of the library, the
workshops and occasional field trips. We also exchange newsletters with other SA mineral clubs and
societies. Should you wish to receive email copies of these, please ask Jo to put your name on that
particular mailing list. The latest SAGAM magazine has arrived. Vol.47 No.1. Please collect your copy
from the library.
Do you have any photographs of Sid Pieters, or the House of Gems/Usakos Gem Store, or any quality
old mineral specimens from Sid that are accompanied by their original labels or other documentation?
Or, in fact, anything else related to Sid that might be of historical value? Any contributions would be
very welcomed by Ernst Schnaitmann (House of Gems/Mindat.org) at: eschnaitmann@gmail.com
WE ARE DELIGHTED TO ANNOUNCE THAT Rob Smith of African Gems & Minerals has agreed to
sponsor a 1st prize of R500 and 2nd prize of R200 for our Club Cab Competition. Thank you very much
Rob! Entry forms for this are now available at the Office. (Remember that all rough must be
photographed before working, and that cabs must be domed and have a shallow bevel where the
back meets the sides.)
2015 THE SOUTHERN AFRICAN GEM CUTTING CHALLENGE for gemstones and cabochons. Competition
entries must be in by Tuesday, 24th November, 2015. Details have been forwarded to our workshop
groups and pinned on the notice board.
Jo4EXCO
“A club is its members, not its committee which must be an aide to those members”.

EVENTS
PAST: 13TH JULY. “Journey to Jozini Gemboree”. At the June Monthly Meeting, Malcolm
Jackson gave a “slide show” talk on his trip to the 2015 Gemboree held at Jozini, hosted by the
Pietermaritzberg Gem & Mineral Club. As the distance was far, Malcolm included a tour of game parks
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and other places of interest while in the area. He covered a distance of 6 000 km in four weeks. During
the Gemboree they collected “spinning top” quartz (double-terminated crystals lacking a prism),
carnelians, large agate nodules, amethyst geodes, and fossils. Some interesting geodes with quartz
hollow moulds were also found. (Some photos of these are to be found below). The Gemboree
headquarters was at the Baobab Inn Motel near Jozini. The communal Saturday night supper was a tasty
spit roast of pork and lamb. At the campsite mineral sales tables “golden quartz” was a new item of
interest. This is the citrine version of Boekenhout amethyst “cactus” quartz.
The other part of Malcolm’s talk was a treat for nature lovers, as he visited a number of game parks
which included Hhuhluwe, Ndumo (on the Mozambique border), Baviaanskloof and the Addo Elephant
Park. The amount of birds and beasts seen would make the producers of the TV programme, 50/50,
green with envy. Among the more spectacular birds were pelicans, storks and vultures. The animals
listed included monkeys, mongooses, giraffes, buffalo, elephants, crocodiles, hippos, hyenas, warthogs,
giant carnivorous snails – that eat smaller snails – terrapins (or turtles) and nyala antelope. He
encountered monkeys that pinched his breakfast toast, when Margaret wasn’t looking. There was
strange vegetation too, like the massive trunked trees with almost leg thickness money ropes entwining
them.
Like all of Malcolm’s talks, it was fascinating armchair travel stuff, and those who attended thoroughly
enjoyed the programme. Malcolm, and Dave Hawes who also attended the Gemboree,
brought plenty of specimens back for us to view. Those who missed this meeting missed
much. TVJ
(Sadly only 12 members attended).

A selection of unusual minerals obtained in the Jozini area by Malcolm and Dave
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TO COME: 11TH JULY. Blesberg. Most of us probably have visited the Blesberg mine in the
Northern Cape near Steinkopf at some point. This mine has been in existence since 1925 and through
the years has produced some spectacular results for those prepared to work hard at the site. Anyone
visiting the mine will automatically gravitate to hunting quartz, as there is simply so much of it there,
and the sizes of the specimens are good. What a lot of us miss are the other minerals that have made
Blesberg so special to the few that have taken the time to look a little closer. Minerals like bismoclite
(type locality) are to be found, together with others like phenakite and apatite. Graham Harrison’s
talk will cover a little of the history, a simple way to identify some of the minerals from the mine, as
well as show a few pictures of both minerals and the mine as it was many years ago. Members are
also asked to bring their “Best of Blesberg” specimens to display.

Blood in the cracks?
by Martine van der Westhuyzen
In the FOSAGAMS announcement of their coming Vivo outing in July, I read that, amongst other stones,
dragon stone can be found at Vivo. I wondered what dragon stone could be, so I consulted our old
friend Google to find out. This yielded such a diverse set of responses that it took me several hours to
try to get to the bottom of the mystery. It included references to dragon stone, dragon blood stone,
bloodstone, etc. – but are these all different kinds of stones?
The website http://outbackmining.com had the following photos of dragon's blood stone, also known
as dragon stone, a fuchsitic chert they mine at Abydos, near Port Hedland in Western Australia:
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Gemrock Auctions had this polished pink specimen of dragon
blood stone jasper from Pilbara, Western Australia (shown on
the right).
[http://www.gemrockauctions.com/auctions/mineralspecimens/australian-minerals/item-54031]

Then there was this Chinese chicken blood stone statue with carved
dragons (shown on the left) at
https://www.liveauctioneers.com/item/37215689_chinese-chickenblood-stone-statue-carved-dragons. This website mentions that the
earliest discovered bloodstone was known as Zhejiang Chang rock
pheasant bloodstone.
Chinese chicken blood stone is soft (Mohs hardness 3), making it easy to carve.
Another website [http://www.gemselect.com/other-info/chickensblood-stone.php] had these two photos. It says that Chinese chicken's
blood stone is a sought-after material in China due to its bright red
colour, as red is regarded as a very auspicious colour there. It is also
known as Changhua stone or Balinyouqi stone, after the mining sites in
Zhejiang Province and Inner Mongolia. There is a legend from Changhua
about a golden pheasant that was bitten by a snake while it flew over
the mountain. Its blood fell into the cracks of the mountain, giving rise to
the bright red colour of the stone.
Chicken's blood stone rough
Chicken's blood stone is a rock, rather than a mineral. It is composed of dickite, a
polymorph of kaolinite, and quartz. It also contains cinnabar, from which it gets
the bright red colour. Cinnabar is a dense mineral with a very high refractive
index, making chicken's blood stone remarkably brilliant.
This made me wonder – did rockhounds in ancient times mostly slay dragons and
birds? The colour red is strongly associated with blood, so could this be the reason
for names such as dragon's blood stone, chicken blood stone, rock pheasant blood
stone? Not to forget pigeon blood red rubies!
Chicken's blood stone
cab
The following info and photos are from Spirit Rock Shop
[http://www.spiritrockshop.com/Septarian_from_Utah.html].
Septarian is also known as dragon stone, from an old Malagasy legend, which says that when the
dragons died out, they fossilised as part of the sea bed that later became septarian, a form of
sedimentary geode that resembles the scales of dragons. Septarian concretions or nodules have angular
cavities or cracks, called septaria, from the Latin word septum (partition), which refers to the cracks or
separations in this kind of rock. They are found in Utah, Madagascar and Morocco.
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Septarian nodule from Morocco, inside and outside view

The mystery of the dragon stone that is found at Vivo came closer
to a solution at The Crystal Rock Store, which had these dragon
stone eggs on offer. It said they are from the Tshipise area in
Limpopo, South Africa, made from a new dragon stone
(green epidote and red piedmontite) that was recently
discovered. But as the crow flies, Tshipise is 154 km from
Vivo? So is this the same stone as the dragon stone found
at Vivo? And is it the same as what we call bloodstone?

Septarian or dragon stone sphere
from Utah containing yellow
calcite, clear barite, brown
aragonite and grey-tan limestone

[http://www.thecrystalrockstore.com/crystal/dragonstone.html]
The website www.spiritualforums.com had these tumbled stones, saying: Dragon Stone is a newly
discovered green and red jasper from South Africa. It is not the same as dragon's blood jasper.
Can anyone shed more light on the dragon stone found at Vivo - asks Martine?

https://www.youtube.com/embed/dY_3ggKg0Bc

This is an animation made for the Melbourne Museum, which recreates
the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius and the destruction of Pompeii.
You can witness the eruption of a volcano of over 2000+ years ago.....
Be alert to EVERYTHING that is happening including:
1. The clouds gliding by,
2. The birds fleeing,
3. The dogs barking,
4. The first steaming of the volcano,
5. The earthquakes,
6. The tiles falling from the roofs because of the earthquakes,
7. The sky turning dark with volcanic debris,
8. The accumulating debris on the roofs,
9. The pyroclastic flows coming down the left side of the mountain,
10. The fires,
11. The buildings collapsing,
12. The pyroclastic flows overcoming the city,
13. The end of the city......
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“WHAT WAS
WAS UP”
UP” IN JUNE?
JUNE?
The June “What’s Up?” showcase included mineral specimens, faceting, carved sodalite, and a
collection of mining ornaments

 Jo’s gems

 Ken & Carol’s new mineral specimens

Trevor’s mining ornaments
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Collecting Mining Ornaments
A couple of years ago, I bought a small ornamental gold-panning miner from a charity shop. As he was
related to our hobby, I wanted to rescue him from an unknown fate, and little did I know it then, but he
was the start of a new collecting hobby. Today, I have several mining ornaments, which were shown at a
“What’s Up?” exhibit at the June monthly meeting. They are rather rare, and all have been bought
cheaply from secondhand dealers. They are made of metal, with two mounted on sliced and polished
agate, with a sprinkling of crushed pyrite. One has a seashell, and a couple have old Rob Smith labels.
They mainly feature miners at work, but also include a prospector’s burra, a miniature miner’s safety
lamp, and, believe it or not, a mermaid. Two are souvenirs of historic mining areas. The quality of
workmanship varies from good to bad, but all have an eye-catching metallic gleam in silvery, bronze or
coppery hues. They look good displayed with minerals, but may grab more than their share of the
limelight, as they not easily obtainable. So I have added toy matchbox mining vehicles to the collection.
These add a spot of colour. The modern ones are made in Thailand and are fairly cheap. The older
British ones, if obtainable, are rather costly. The vehicles are pretty realistic, but I have added little ore
loads, made of stones and sand glued together and painted, and now they look even more realistic,
engaged in mining activities. And of course, this gives me a chance to play with them. “Once a man, and
twice a boy” is what my wife says. I am rather proud of my mining ornaments, for they are not the kind
of thing one sees every day, and they provide inexpensive creative fun. And that is the best kind of fun –
doing things with the stuff one collects, to prevent them from gathering cobwebs and dust. TVJ

Members’ Lapidary Work

Spheres made by Shamen, Philip, Claire and Tracy

Club Cabochon Competition
Closing date is 1st September
All cabs must have been made by CT club members since the announcement of this competition. A photograph must be
taken of the unworked stone, and then the finished cab. There is no limit to the number of your entries. Ideally the cab
should have been made in the club’s workshop, but it is not compulsory. Any natural stone may be used. The cab must have
a flat back and domed top, but may be any shape. Polishing of the back of the stone is optional. Remember to add a slight
bevel where the back mets the sides.
Please make use of the Entry Form which is available at the office.

WORKSHOP CONTACTS: tracyhannath2@gmail.com 021 559 2564 / 0726 11 22 77
AND rindadt@gmail.com 072 1011 088
Please copy both names on any e mail
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CONTACTS
TRADERS: Contact Marion on 084 6060 233 or mcoleman05@gmail.com
LIBRARY: Available on Open and Meeting days. Ask Carol or Duncan to unlock for you.
WORKSHOP: tracyhannath2@gmail.com 021 559 2564 / 0726 112277
AND rindadt@gmail.com 0721 011 088 Please copy both names on your e mail

YOUR 2015 COMMITTEE
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Treasurer
Workshop liaison
Secretary/Newsletter Editor

Malcolm Jackson
Ken Coleman
Carol Coleman
Tracy Hannath
Jo Wicht

021 551 8009
021 558 6308
021 558 6308
021 559 2564
021 976 3808

jacksonhome@telkomsa.net
kcoleman@telkomsa.net
kcoleman@telkomsa.net
tracyhannath2@gmail.com
joanna.wicht@kingsley.co.za

LINKED SOCIETIES
USA and UK FACETING GUILDS – Contact Duncan (embo@telkomsa.net) to join the faceting group if you want to receive these newsletters.
This is open to Cape Town Gem & Mineral Club members only.
THE CAPE NATURAL HISTORY CLUB - Visit www.capenaturalhistoryclub.co.za Contact Sheila 021 782 1620
ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY - Contact Lia at xtrahand@iafrica.com
FRIENDS OF SA MUSEUM - Contact Maxine Davies 021 481 3913 (Wednesdays & Fridays only) samfriends@iziko.org.za

ADVERTISEMENTS
MINERAL MARKET (Trading as African Art & Gemstones). Established more than 25 years ago. We have an extensive range of
African and global mineral specimens and products. We also stock an excellent range of African Art/curios. Phone Maria or
Rolf (geologist) on 0824582432 for personal service or visit our shop in Simon's Town, 126B St George's Street.
www.mineralmarket.co.za
Duncan Miller is the official southern African regional representative for ULTRA TEC FACETING MACHINES (www.ultratecfacet.com) and agent for GEARLOOSE LAPIDARY PRODUCTS (www.battlap.com). So if you are considering buying an Ultra Tec
or Gearloose’s innovative polishing materials, contact Duncan for a quote including shipping, tax, clearance fees, etc.
Precision custom faceting also available.
Contact: 084 757 9830 or info@xenolithos.com
MAGIC MINERALS in Philadelphia. Here you will find rocks, crystals, minerals, gemstones, jewellery, décor, gifts and
collectables. Open: Tuesday to Sunday, 9h00 - 17h00. Phone: Shop: 021 972 1139, Maurice: 082 6966 161, Aletta: 072 2437 496.
magicminerals@telkomsa.net
AFRICAN GEMS AND MINERALS. Fine Mineral Specimens. Facet rough, Gemstones, Stunning Crystals. Fossils. Jewellery.
Antiques. Lapidary equipment. We have it all!! In Cape Town you can find us at Shop 2, Protea Assurance Building on
GREENMARKET SQUARE (next to the Standard Bank) Cape Town CBD and Unit 8 Prosperity Park c/r Computer and Omuramba
roads in Montague Gardens - only 3km from the MinSoc Clubhouse! We have been around for 35 years. Stores in Johannesburg,
two in Cape Town, and Auckland, New Zealand. Call our CPT branch manager on 073 531 2667 or 078 888 0416 for expert
advice. www.africangems.com
101 JEWELLRY EMPORIUM - Suppliers of silver beads and findings. Also stocking a vast range of semi-precious gem stones and
beads. For more details contact: Vadim Petzer on +27 82 7714954 or zeneffects@intekom.co.za
GEMCUTTING (FACETING) undertaken by GRADWELLS GEMS In the Cape Town CBD. Expert faceting and quick turnaround times.
Please contact Neil Gradwell on cell 083 2616543 or email neilgrad@iafrica.com
HARRISON MINERALS, we buy and sell mineral collections, lapidary machinery, rough rocks for cutting and polishing, as well as
anything else “rock” related. Contact Graham on 082 561 9825 or nick.nog678@gmail.com
SUNBIRD CREATIONS for beautiful semi-precious gemstone and silver jewellery.
Please visit Helen Crowther’s website at
www.sunbirdcreations.co.za
"BUY-BUY GEMS” We specialise in Tanzanite and Welo Opal of all shapes and sizes. Stones available with Gemlab Certificates.
At Club on Open Day, and rest of the month at Milnerton Flea Market on Saturdays and Sundays. Contact Johan de Meyer on
0844651111 or 0823775466, or demeyer.johan64@gmail.com".

Advertising is free to club members. Contact Jo to place an ad.
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2015 MEMBERSHIP FEES
TOWN MEMBERS:

Single: R300 e mail ( R35 extra if newsletter is posted because you do not have e mail)

Family: (Principal/partner/with dependent children under 21) R390 e mail (R35 extra if newsletter is posted)
COUNTRY MEMBERS: (Living more than 50km as the crow flies from central Cape Town) Single: R225 e mail (R35 extra if newsletter is posted
because you don’t have e mail)
Family: (Principal/partner/with dependent children under 21) R275 e mail ( R35 extra if newsletter is posted)
STUDENT/AFFILIATE: (Age under 25, registered full-time at bona fide college or university, or dependent child of existing member)
mail only

R150 e

ONCE OFF JOINING FEE FOR NEW MEMBERS: (R20 per application, single or family)
If you ask for the newsletter to be posted and you do have e-mail you must please pay an additional R75.
Club bank a/c for payments is ABSA - Table View - account no. 405-975-5822 Payments must be made to THE MINERALOGICAL SOCIETY OF
SOUTHERN AFRICA not CT Gem & Min. Please make a direct payment where possible, and identify your transaction with your name as the
beneficiary reference.
The opinions expressed in the articles above do not necessarily reflect those of the Executive Committee. We welcome all contributions related to our
hobby and everyone is welcome to send articles for inclusion in the Mineral Chatter.
This newsletter is the property of the Cape Town Gem & Mineral Club and no articles may be reproduced without the permission of the Editor.

Chairman: Malcolm Jackson (e-mail: jacksonhome@telkomsa.net)

Secretary: Jo Wicht (e-mail: joanna.wicht@kingsley.co.za)

The Mineralogical Society of Southern Africa, PO Box 28079, Goede Hoop Street, Bothasig, Cape Town, 7406, registered Non-Profit Organisation
No. 61-850, trading as The Cape Town Gem & Mineral Club. Affiliated to the Federation of South African Gem & Mineral Societies.
Website: www.ctminsoc.org.za
Facebook: Cape Town Gem & Mineral Club
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